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Report: Current State 

 
This report contains a short summary of version 1.0 of the Theme Controlled Vocabulary (CV) when 
we began this project and expands areas where we see room for improvement. This report 
articulates the goals of the project and sets a benchmark for accomplishments of the project, as well 
as providing documentation should another group decide to revise the Theme CV in the future. 
 

Purpose of the Controlled Vocabulary 
 
A controlled vocabulary (CV) creates an organized structure to aid in the colocation of resources 
within a domain. By having a set of terms, as opposed to free language description, the language 
used to describe resources is standardized, findability is optimized, and hidden resources are 
decreased. The challenge in creating a CV comes from providing a broad enough set of terms to be 
potentially descriptive of all resources but specific enough that there is little overlap between 
terms. Not having a broad enough selection of terms may result in underdescribed resources. 
Having multiple terms with similar meanings, however, runs the risk siloing similar resources thus 
hampering colocation.  
 
The Theme CV is aimed at the resources’ “aboutness.” However, it aspires to go beyond easily 
verifiable content description like plot and push into the realm of ideas and concepts. Its primary 
purpose would be to aid scholarly textual analysis but could also be useful to game players wanting 
to engage with games that deal with certain ideas or parents of game players wanting insight into 
the ideas and concepts being presented to their children. Describing a resource’s theme is, however, 
incredibly difficult and brings with it handicaps of cultural and experiential bias on the part of the 
vocabulary builders and resource catalogers. Throughout this project, we will make conscious 
attempts to address our own biases to the best of our abilities and invite criticism from our 
colleagues to make the CV representative as possible. 
 

General Issues 
 
In Theme CV 1.0, the definition of “theme” is too broad and results in a lack of focus. “Thread, motif, 
subject, or idea” leads to a sprawling list that contains literary themes, character archetypes, visual 
motifs, occupations, and broadly descriptive verbs. It may be useful to have to have literary themes, 
character archetypes, visual motifs, occupations, and broadly descriptive verbs in the schema, but 
in the Theme CV’s current state, there is no internal organization to help separate and identify these 
very different types of terms. 
 
The Theme attribute must be distinguished from other metadata elements in the schema, in 
particular: Gameplay genre, Narrative genre, Setting, Mood, Tropes, and Mechanics. The scope of 
“theme” can and should be redefined in part by what it is not. 
 
A few terms are not thematic terms and instead indicate other qualities of the content. For instance, 
‘adult’ is defined as “dealing in or with explicitly sexual material.” This aspect of the resource is 
better dealt with in the Rating attribute. Whereas, an ‘adult’ theme may be better defined as 
“concerning a state of maturity, authority, and/or responsibility.” 
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The list of descriptive verbs may be describing elements that could fit into other attributes such as 
Gameplay genre or Mechanics as they don’t generally describe the concepts or ideas underlying the 
game. Further, some terms, possibly aiming to describe motifs, describe things or settings that 
occur in the game (for instance, many of the animals or sports listed). Having terms for objects or 
places that occur in a game could lead to a situation where the repeatable motifs become an infinite 
list of terms and therefore decidedly unhelpful. 
 
In the first section of the CV, which contains literary terms, there are no broader term/narrower 
term relationships and very few related term relationships to help guide catalogers to accurate and 
specific term choices. Many of the prefered term/lead-in term relationships are not well defined so 
circular relationships emerge. For instance ‘abduction’ is designated as a lead-in term but does not 
indicate a prefered term. ‘Autobiography’ is designated as a preferred term but provides a 
preferred term relationship to ‘biography.’ Further, ‘biography’ is not bolded to designate it as a 
prefered term. ‘Identity’ indicates ‘individual versus society’ as a lead-in term but the CV does not 
list ‘individual versus society’ as a term, nor does it contain other related themes like ‘individual 
versus nature’ or ‘individual versus self.’ 
 

Specific Content Gaps 
 
Academic popular culture studies are often focused through a critical theory lens. Therefore terms 
that address how race, class, gender, and power dynamics are dealt with in video games will help to 
serve academic textual analysis.  
 
‘LGBT’ is too broad a term to be useful. ‘Gender identity’ and ‘sexual orientation’ may be better 
thematic descriptors. 
 
World building is a mechanic or goal in many video games, but thematic elements arise from these 
games relating to civilizations, economies, and politics. These concepts should have some 
representation without simply describing the mechanics of building, trading, or invading. 
 
The thematic terms from CV 1.0 are optimized to describe games with narratives. However, 
abstract games, puzzle games or any game without a specific narrative are not precluded from 
having thematic concepts. Terms that are applicable descriptors of non-narrative games’ themes 
should be expanded.  
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Report: Free Association Tagging of Video Games Survey 
 
This is a report on the findings from a survey that asked participants to tag a curated list of video 
games with whatever terms seemed appropriate to them to describe the games’ themes. This was 
done to generate a list terms with user/cultural warrant for the controlled vocabulary of thematic 
terms.  
 

Methodology 
 
We created a free-association tagging survey in order to gather terms for the CV. The survey was 
created in Google Forms and circulated via Facebook. We did not collect user data, as we were not 
aiming to gain insight on how or why users define certain games or themes, we simply wanted to 
gather a large swath of terms quickly. The survey included 30 video game titles for participants to 
tag with thematic descriptors. There was also the opportunity for participants to include more 
games and themes of their choosing, as well an open-ended question to indicate how they would 
define “theme” for video games. All questions were optional. The video game titles were 
randomized to avoid games receiving less attention due to their ordinal placement. 
 
Game titles were chosen largely for their popularity, cultural saturation, or critical consensus of 
quality. We wanted a majority of participants, who were self-selected as interested in video games, 
to be familiar with as many games as possible from the list. We also attempted to choose games 
from throughout gaming history, from a variety of platforms, and that represented many game 
mechanics and gameplay genres. This was done in an attempt to gather thematic terms that could 
be applied to as many games as possible and not reflect a finite set of genres, periods, or platforms. 
The list of games included (in no particular order): Super Mario Brothers, Pong, Tetris, Myst, Final 
Fantasy VII, Mortal Kombat, Dig Dug, Donkey Kong, Pac-man, Silent Hill, Resident Evil, The Legend 
of Zelda, The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time, Halo, Bioshock, Assassin’s Creed, Shadow of the 
Colossus, Candy Crush, Simcity, Minecraft, Grand Theft Auto IV, Wii Sports, Fable, Super Metroid, 
Angry Birds, Deus EX, Goldeneye 007, The Sims, Galaga, and World of Warcraft. 
 
We also gave participants the chance to name games of their choosing and describe the themes of 
those games. This was done because a) we knew that our list of games was not an exhaustive 
representation of all games, b) we hoped that it would increase buy-in from participants because it 
would provide them a chance to talk about their favorite games, and c) it provided more 
opportunity to gather thematic descriptor terms thus serving our ultimate goal.  
 
Finally, we asked participants to describe in their own words the definition of “theme.” The initial 
purpose of this was to help us to contextualize participants’ responses. If the terms they entered 
didn’t seem to fall along our concept of thematic descriptors, their definition of theme might 
provide some insight as to why. Asking for a definition of “theme” provided a second opportunity in 
that we aim to redefine “theme” in the context of the metadata schema. Gathering video game users’ 
definitions helps us to make the attribute apply to what users expect. 
 

Results 
 
We received 45 responses (including a few we submitted ourselves). All responses were submitted 
through text boxes so a great deal of agency was given to participants. Though we included the 
working definition for “theme” in the introductory page of the survey, we did not include specific 
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context of what theme does not include. As a result, many responses included terms that more 
appropriately fit into Gameplay or Narrative genre or even the forthcoming Mechanics metadata 
elements. Some terms were highly personal and subjective (such as “addicting” or “my childhood”). 
Some participants, apparently from an opinionated and vocal set of gamers, tagged the games with 
editorial terms (such as “lame,” “The second best final fantasy,” or “waste of time”). Of the 45 
participants, about 15 provided substantively useful responses that contained thematic descriptors. 
All responses were included in our subsequent process. 
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Report: Theme CV Version 1.1 

 

Process 
 
Terms gathered from our first survey were placed in a spreadsheet table, removing those that 
obviously did not fit the definition of theme (genres, for example) immediately. All terms from 
version CV 1.0 were added to the list. In all, over 1,000 terms were included in this initial set of 
terms.  
 
We printed and cut terms into slips of paper, with one term per slip, and went through them as a 
team, further removing terms that were not thematic in nature, developing and articulating 
guidelines for this as we went. It was more useful for us to generate criteria of what a thematic 
descriptor is not as opposed to using a definition of ‘theme’ as a guidepost. Our criteria excluded 
terms that described genre, mechanics, objects, occurrences, and settings. Also, terms that overtly 
implied a value judgement were excluded.  
 
This remaining terms were then card sorted, allowing us to group similar and duplicate terms. The 
purpose of grouping terms was not necessarily to form hierarchies between broader and narrower 
terms, but rather to begin to conceptualize where and how thematic terms were related. Duplicate 
terms were removed and and 232 terms remained. After the card sort, these terms were entered 
into a spreadsheet that acted as our workspace.  
 

Results 
 
We discussed each term amongst ourselves and considered the responses and definitions from the 
survey. A list of 81 preferred terms emerged, with 69 lead-in terms. Relationships and scope notes 
were identified, and version 1.1 of the Theme CV was created. 
 
By providing a more specific definition of theme, we felt that CV 1.1 was a far more focused and 
usable controlled vocabulary. It removed large sections of CV 1.0 that, to us, did not appear to be 
descriptive of theme and diluted the mental model of what a theme is. It was more broadly 
applicable to a variety of games and included a greater scope of themes. The intrinsic structure of 
relationships was greatly improved and scope notes were edited for more precise applicability. 
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Theme CV: Version 1.1 
 
Definition: “A central or repeated idea of a composed expression.” - adapted from A Dictionary of 
Literary and Thematic Terms 
 
SN: Scope note 
USE: Preferred term (See)   
USE FOR: Equivalent term, lead-in term 
BT: Broader term 
NT: Narrower term 
RT: Related term (See also) 
 

TERM INFORMATION 

abandonment USE: isolation 

abduction USE: captivity 

accumulation SN: The process of creating an accumulated mass by gathering items or 

resources; a heap, amount, or quantity formed by successive additions.1 

adversity SN: The quality, state, or condition of being contrary, or opposed to well-being 

or prosperity.¹ 

aesthetic USE: design 

alienation USE: isolation 

allegiance SN: The claim that someone or something has on a person's loyalty or 

respect.¹ 

USE FOR: loyalty 

alter-egos USE: identity  

anarchy USE: mayhem 

anxiety SN: The quality or state of being uneasy or a trouble of mind about some 

uncertain event.¹ 

RT: trepidation 

USE FOR: uneasiness  

apocalypse  USE: disaster 

artificial SN: The capacity of computers or other machines to exhibit behaviour that is 

                                                             
1 Adapted from the Oxford English Dictionary  
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intelligence equal to or surpassing human intelligence.¹ 

RT: transhumanism  

assassination USE: lawlessness 

avoidance SN: The quality or state of being uneasy or a trouble of mind about some 

uncertain event.¹ 

balance SN: General harmony between the parts of anything, springing from the 

observance of just proportion and relation, or, the stability or steadiness due 

to the equilibrium prevailing between all the forces of any system.¹ 

banality SN: Pertaining to anything trite, trivial or commonplace.¹ 

USE FOR: minutiae, mundane  

belief USE: faith 

betrayal SN: The breaking or violation of a presumptive contract, trust, or confidence 

that produces moral and psychological conflict within a relationship amongst 

individuals or organizations. 

brotherhood USE: camaraderie 

brutality SN: Inhumanity, extreme violent cruelty; an inhuman action; coarse incivility; 

violent roughness of manners.¹ 

USE FOR: savagery, violence  

building USE: creation 

camaraderie SN: A feeling of good friendship among the people in a group.2 

USE FOR: cooperation, brotherhood  

captivity SN: The state of being held prisoner or movements controlled by an enemy, 

conqueror or external force.¹ 

USE FOR: abduction 

RT: slavery  

chaos USE: mayhem 

childhood USE: innocence 

choice USE: free will 

christianity USE: religion  

                                                             
2Adapted from the Merriam-Webster Dictionary  
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class SN: A division or distinction of a social stratum consisting of people at the 

same economic level or having the same social status.¹ 

RT: Wealth 

combat SN: A fight, struggle or contest between opposing forces.¹ 

USE FOR: war 

coming of age USE: maturity 

companionship SN: a feeling of fellowship or friendship. 

RT: love 

competition USE: rivalry 

completion SN: The act of making a whole; finishing a set of alike parts; filling a negative 

space. 

conquest SN: The act of gaining control through great effort.  

RT: power 

conspiracy SN: Union or combination (of persons or things) for one end or purpose; 

harmonious action or effort often will ill-intent.¹ 

BT: secrecy  

conservation SN: The preservation, protection, or restoration of resources, be they natural, 

economic or energy expenditure; the practice of seeking to prevent the 

wasteful use of a resource in order to ensure its continuing availability.¹ 

RT: environmentalism 

construction USE: creation 

consumption SN: The use of goods, services, materials, or energy whereby it is destroyed 

and byproducts are expelled. Frequently opposed to production.¹ 

control USE: power 

cooperation USE: camaraderie  

corruption SN: impairment of integrity, virtue, or moral principle, especially of those in 

power. 

RT: greed, innocence  

creation SN: The action of making, producing, bringing into existence.3 

USE FOR: construction, demolition, building, deconstruction  

                                                             
3 From the Oxford English Dictionary  
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RT: ingenuity  

crime USE: lawlessness 

death USE: mortality 

deconstruction USE: creation 

demolition USE: creation 

design SN: The process, practice, or art of devising, planning, or constructing 

something (as a work of art, structure, device, etc.) according to aesthetic or 

functional criteria, also the completed product or result of this process.¹ 

USE FOR: aesthetic, minimalism  

desire SN: A feeling or emotion which is directed to the attainment or possession of 

some object or resource from which satisfaction is expected. ¹ 

USE FOR: hunger 

destiny USE: fate 

diplomacy USE: politics 

disasters SN: Anything that befalls of ruinous or distressing nature; a sudden or great 

misfortune, mishap, or misadventure; a calamity.³ 

USE FOR: genocide, pandemic, apocalypse  

discovery USE: exploration 

duty USE: honor 

environmentalis

m 

SN: Concern with the preservation of the natural environment, especially from 

damage caused by human influence; the politics or policies associated with 

this.³ 

RT: conservation 

espionage SN: Of or relating to acts of spying, often between different countries or 

organizations. 

evolution SN: the process by which living things have adapted to changes in their 

surroundings over time, often by altering their genetic makeup 

exploration SN: The action of examining, investigating or applying scrutiny, often to an 

unknown or less understood place such as a country or district.¹ 

USE FOR: discovery, navigation 

faith SN: Belief in something with strong conviction, despite an absence of evidence. 
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USE FOR: belief  

RT: religion  

family SN: A group of individuals who are related to each other, often (but not 

necessarily) through shared ancestry 

USE FOR: parenthood, siblings 

fate SN: The development of events beyond one's control, regarded as determined 

by a supernatural power.  

USE FOR: destiny, prophecy  

fatalism USE: futility  

fear SN: Use for the thematic subject of a state uneasiness caused by the sense of 

impending danger, particularly from an unknown, unseen or misunderstood 

source. Not to be confused with the intended emotional response from the 

player.1 

USE FOR: paranoia 

fitness USE: wellness 

forgiveness USE: redemption 

freedom SN: The power or right to act, speak, or think as one wants without hindrance 

or restraint.  

RT: free will  

free will SN: The action of examining, investigating or applying scrutiny, often to an 

unknown or less understood place such as a country or district.¹ 

USE FOR: choice  

RT: freedom 

futility SN: The inadequacy, or impossibility, to produce a desired result or bring 

about a required end, despite repetitive, yet ineffective, attempts.¹ 

USE FOR: nihilism, fatalism 

futurist  SN: Extrapolating, and presenting, a future state based on contemporary 

variables; often dystopian or utopian in nature. 

gangs USE: organized crime 

gender SN: The collective attributes or traits associated with a particular sex, or 

determined as a result of one's sex, as expressed by social or cultural 

distinctions and differences.¹ 

genocide USE: disaster 
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greed SN: Inordinate or insatiable longing for wealth or resources.¹ 

RT: corruption, wealth 

greif USE: loss 

growth USE: maturity 

health USE: wellness 

heroism SN: Action or conduct pertaining to one who is distinguished by the 

performance of courageous or noble actions.¹ 

RT: villany  

honor SN: respect that is given to someone who is admired; good quality or character 

as judged by other people; high moral standards of behavior.  

USE FOR: patriotism, duty  

hunger USE: desire 

identity SN: the distinguishing characteristics or personality of an individual.  

USE FOR: alter egos  

infiltration USE: secrecy 

ingenuity SN: Capacity for invention or construction; skill or cleverness in contriving or 

making something (material or immaterial).³ 

RT: creation 

injustice USE: justice 

innocence SN: Freedom from sin, guilt, or moral wrong in general; the state of being 

untainted with, or unacquainted with, evil; a preliminary stage of maturity.¹ 

USE FOR: Childhood, purity  

RT: corruption, maturity  

islam USE: religion 

isolation SN: The separation of an entity from its normal environment or context as a 

result of its being, for some reason, set apart, usually from an outside force.¹ 

USE FOR: abandonment, isolation  

RT: solitude  

judaism USE: religion 

justice SN: The quality of being just, impartial, or fair; the principle or ideal of just 

dealing or right action. 
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USE FOR: injustice, law 

knowledge SN: Facts, information, and skills acquired through experience. 

RT: secrecy, omniscience  

labor SN: Work considered as a resource or commodity, typically when necessary to 

supply the needs of the community or for the execution of a particular task; 

the contribution of the worker to production or the work group referred to 

collectively.¹ 

RT: greed, class 

law USE: justice 

lawlessness SN: actions that are deemed injurious to the public welfare or the interests of 

the state and that are legally prohibited.  

USE FOR: crime, murder, assassination  

NT: organized crime 

loneliness USE: solitude 

loss SN: The being deprived of, by death, separation, estrangement or the failure to 

keep, a friend, relative, possession, right, or quality.¹ 

USE FOR: grief 

love SN: a feeling of strong or constant affection for a person. 

USE FOR: romance 

RT: companionship 

loyalty USE: allegiance  

mafia USE: organized crime 

maturity SN: The state of reaching, physically and mentally, the fullness or perfection of 

growth or development.¹ 

USE FOR: coming of age, growth 

RT: innocence  

mayhem SN: A state or condition of rowdy confusion, chaos or disorder. 

USE FOR: anarchy, chaos  

migration SN: The movement of a person, people, entities or social group from one 

country, locality, place of residence, etc., to another.¹ 

USE FOR: traversal  

minimalism USE: design 
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minutiae USE: banality 

mortality SN: Of or pertaining to the condition of being mortal or subject to death or 

regarding mortal nature or existence.¹ 

USE FOR: death 

mundane USE: banality 

murder USE: lawlessness 

navigation USE: exploration 

nihilism USE: futility 

omniscience SN: A force or being representing or embodying infinite knowledge.¹ 

RT: knowledge  

order SN: The condition in which everything has its correct or appropriate place, and 

performs its proper functions with formal, regular, methodical, or harmonious 

arrangement in the position of the things contained in a particular space or 

area.¹ 

USE FOR: organization  

organization USE: order 

organized crime SN: Crime which is deliberately planned and not petty or opportunistic, 

especially when it is planned and controlled by powerful groups and carried 

out on a large scale.¹ 

USE FOR: gangs, mafia  

BT: crime 

pandemic USE: disaster 

paranoia USE: fear 

parenthood USE: family 

parity USE: reciprocity  

patriotism  USE: honor 

politics SN: activities that relate to influencing the actions and policies of a 

government or getting and keeping power in a government, organization, or 

group. 

USE FOR: diplomacy 

pollution USE: environmentalism 
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power SN: the ability or right to control people, things, or situations. 

USE FOR: control  

RT: conquest  

pride SN: The feeling of satisfaction, pleasure, or elation derived from some action, 

ability, possession, etc., which one believes does one credit.³ 

prophecy USE: fate 

purity USE: innocence  

pursuit SN: The action or an act of seeking or striving to obtain some objective or the 

action of chasing or following.¹ 

race SN: An ethnic group, regarded as showing a common origin and descent; a 

tribe, nation, or people, regarded as of common stock.³ 

rebellion USE: resistance 

reciprocity SN: A situation or relationship in which two entities agree to do something 

similar for each other for mutual benefit.² 

USE FOR: parity  

RT: balance  

redemption SN: the act of atoning for sin or wrongdoing. 

USE FOR: forgiveness  

religion SN: Belief in or acknowledgement of some superhuman power or powers (esp. 

a god or gods) which is typically manifested in obedience, reverence, and 

worship; such a belief as part of a system defining a code of living, esp. as a 

means of achieving spiritual or material improvement.³ 

USE FOR: christianity, judaism, islam  

RT: faith 

resistance SN: The action of opposing or withstanding an external force, or, organized 

opposition to an invading, occupying, or ruling power.¹ 

USE FOR: rebellion 

rivalry SN: Two or more entities established as diametrically opposed. Not to be 

confused with general competition intrinsic to most video games. 

USE FOR: competition 

romance USE: love 

sacrifice SN: The selfless act in which one person gives up something of value to them 

for the sake of another person or cause. 
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savagery USE: brutality  

secrecy SN: The quality of being secret or of not revealing information; the action, 

practice, or habit of keeping things unknown.¹ 

USE FOR: stealth, infiltration  

NT: conspiracy  

RT: knowledge  

security USE: stability 

self-sufficiency SN: Of persons, groups, or nations able to provide enough of a resource to 

supply one's own needs, without obtaining them from elsewhere. 

USE FOR: self-reliance  

self-reliance USE: self-sufficiency 

siblings USE: family 

slavery SN: A condition of forced labor and being entirely subject to, or under the 

domination of, some power or influence.¹ 

RT: captivity 

solitude SN: The state of being or living alone, in seclusion, or of the solitariness an 

entity.¹ 

USE FOR: loneliness  

RT: isolation 

stability SN: Freedom from liability to fall or be overthrown, or, the state of being 

secure and balanced.¹ 

USE FOR: security 

stealth USE: secrecy 

survival SN: the state or fact of continuing to live or exist, typically in spite of accident, 

ordeal, or difficult circumstances. 

RT: self-sufficiency 

transhumanism SN: Pertaining to the human race evolving beyond its current limitations 

through the use of science and technology.¹ 

RT: artificial intelligence  

time SN: Indefinite continuous duration regarded as that in which existence, and 

the sequence of events, takes place; the abstract entity which passes, goes by, 

or is consumed as events succeed one another, or, a medium through which 

travel into the past or future is conducted.¹ 
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traversal USE: migration 

trust SN: Confidence in or reliance on some quality or attribute of a person or thing, 

or the truth of a statement.³ 

uneasiness USE: anxiety 

villainy SN: Action or conduct befitting, characteristic or typical of, an antagonizing 

force; evil or wrongdoing of a foul, infamous, or shameful nature; extreme 

wickedness on the part of a person in dealing with others.¹ 

RT: heroism 

war USE: combat 

wealth SN: An abundance of valuable possessions or money.  

RT: class, greed 

wellness SN: The state or condition of being in good physical, mental, and spiritual 

health, especially as an actively pursued goal.¹ 

USE FOR: health, fitness 
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Report: Feedback & Testing with Trained Catalogers Survey 

 
We received feedback in-class after a presentation on our progress. We also created a survey in 
order to evaluate CV 1.1 for any gaps that may have emerged in the process of creating it  and to 
evaluate how useful the new version was compared to version 1.0. In the survey, we asked 
classmates and academics to use the new version of the Theme CV to tag games which they were 
already familiar with. Though we received few results, the comments were incredibly helpful and 
constructive, and allowed us to make much needed changes to the CV for the final version 
completed in this project.  
 

Limitations of Version 1.1 
 
The process of designing CV 1.1 was heavily dependent on terms that were associated with a list of 
30 games, which were a part of our free associative tagging survey. There was worry that CV 1.1 
would too heavily reflect these 30 games and would not be applicable to interactive media in a 
larger setting. Additionally, we recognized our significant bias towards a humanities-based 
definition of theme. Thus we designed a second survey to test for additional terms and receive a 
second opinion on our construction of CV 1.1. 
 

Methodology  
 
This test was designed for experienced catalogers who have had prior experience working with 
version 1.0 of the Theme CV. Because we designed CV 1.1 primarily for academics, this was also an 
opportunity to test the effectiveness of the CV. The survey was intended for students enrolled in 
INFX 536, Autumn 2015, but was also open to instructors of this course. We asked participants to 
fill out the survey using the Theme CV 1.1 and video game titles they catalogued for a major 
assignment earlier in the quarter. We asked the participants to use the games they had previously 
tagged with theme CV 1.0 because they would have increased familiarity with those games, though 
nothing prevented them from choosing other video games from the GAMER groups’ master list. The 
intention, however, was for a comparison between the tags used for CV 1.0 and CV 1.1 to emerge 
from responses. Unfortunately, only six days were available for participants to complete the survey. 
Additionally, being the end of the quarter, many of our intended participants were busy with other 
coursework. 
 
Because the purpose of the survey was to test for gaps in CV 1.1 and to assess its effectiveness, we 
divided the survey into two sections: a tagging section and a feedback section. The tagging section 
asked participants to enter a game title, as many tags from CV 1.1 as they felt were appropriate to 
describe the theme of the game, and finally suggest new tags which were not present in CV 1.1, but 
would be pertinent. The evaluation section of the survey asked participants to answer three 
questions: what they thought CV 1.1 did well, what their general thoughts were, and if they felt 
there were any improvements which could be made. The survey form was designed to handle only 
one game at a time, partially due to clarity, and partially for ease of analysis once the survey was 
concluded. If the participants wished to fill out the survey for more than one game, they were 
encouraged to repeat the survey a second, third, or fourth time.  
 

Results 
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We received 11 responses for the survey on tagging with CV 1.1. The 11 entries were for the 
following games: Mortal Kombat, Streets of Rage 2, Tomb Raider, Dark Souls, Disney’s Aladdin, L.A. 
Noire, Mirror’s Edge, Portal, Sonic the Hedgehog, Soulcalibur, Europa Universalis IV, and Crusader 
Kings 2. There was only one game duplicate between our initial survey (free associative tagging) 
and this survey, which was Mortal Kombat. Because the majority of games were new, we were able 
to effectively test CV 1.1 for themes for which it was not explicitly designed.  
 
We received many positive results, including comments about our taxonomic choices. One 
participant commented: “Just at glance, the terms do seem more thematic in nature, rather than 
highlighting motifs. Nice job.” However, the survey was helpful in noticing formatting and related 
term issues. For example, we missed both violence and crime as lead in terms. These insights were 
incredibly valuable in polishing the CV and rendering it usable for future cataloging.  
 
The most helpful comments were those suggesting other terms. One participant indicated that 
there was a need for a term like ‘sleuthing,’ which we would have otherwise missed. Sleuthing is 
partially a mechanic, but also a large thematic component of several games such as Nancy Drew and 
L.A. Noire. There are terms, such as ‘espionage’ and ‘secrecy,’ which are present in CV 1.1, but don’t 
quite capture the same concept as ‘sleuthing.’ To account for this, we eventually chose to include 
the prefered term ‘detection.’ We also noticed the term ‘combat,’ which we added to theme CV 1.1, 
was being liberally applied. Though we added a scope note in an attempt to narrow the use of 
‘combat,’ one respondent commented, “The more I continue to apply the theme ‘combat’ I am 
wondering if this is a theme, or a strictly a mechanic, or if it can be both… Just noting this is tricky.” 
Thus, we knew it was important to have a discussion about the use of ‘combat’ and its place in the 
theme CV. Ultimately we decided to change the term ‘combat’ to a lead in term for ‘war.’ We felt that 
‘war’ more accurately summarized the concept of violent conflict rather than just a fighting 
mechanic.  
 
These changes and others were made in the analysis of our survey, but additionally as a result of 
valuable feedback on our presentation of CV 1.1 in class. Discussions arose, especially in the wake of 
other presentations on the creation of the database and a CV for Mechanics, that highlighted other 
strengths, weaknesses, and changes that should be implemented for version 2.0 of the Theme CV. 
Some highlights of that conversation: 

● The idea of very few hierarchical relationships within the Theme CV was upheld, as 
conceptual ideas are intended to be broad.  

● We were prompted to address mapping terms from version 1.0 to those in version 1.1, in 
part because of the cataloging work that has already been performed using CV 1.0, and in 
part because of users’ desire for some of the motif-like terms that we originally chose to 
remove. 

● After seeing the Mechanics CV, we feel confident in our decision to remove terms that 
describe actions performed in video games. Additionally, sports terms may be more 
accurately addressed in the Mechanics CV in the future. 

● Rules for how to apply terms in the CV should be developed for the final version. 
● Because of the lack of hierarchies and to aid in future user experience with the schema 

interface, more lead-in terms should be developed. 
 
The discussion of our project with colleagues and their input in the survey provided us with crucial 
input to develop version 2.0. Placing the Theme CV within the context of other projects from this 
course and also the broader context of the GAMER group’s research aided us in making sure the 
Theme CV 2.0 is usable in its final form for this iteration and that it can be further developed in the 
future. 
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Report: Theme CV Version 2.0 

 

Issues  
 
When we presented on Friday, December 4, we received mixed responses to the changes we had 
made to CV 1.0. Initially, there was surprise that we had made such drastic changes from CV 1.0 to 
1.1. This, in particular, was a response to our complete removal of all the terms that we had deemed 
to be motifs, objects, or mechanics. There also appeared to be little overlap between the theme 
terms from CV 1.0 to the theme terms in CV 1.1.  
 
This is partially due to the fact that we rebuilt CV 1.1 from the ground up, stemming from a card 
sort exercise. However, it is important to note that all the terms from CV 1.0 were added into card 
sort along with terms gathered from the free associative tagging survey. The issue of cross 
compatibility from CV 1.0 to 1.1 was raised at the presentation, particularly the issue of games that 
were previously catalogued with the older version of the CV. There was concern that not all 
concepts would be represented, and thus dead tags would be created.  
 
The importance of the motifs and archetypes in CV 1.1 was also mentioned. In the way that user 
generated Steam content tags are valuable, many users of the CV will often search for games that 
have common object or character motifs, such as airplanes, zombies, or vampires. By removing the 
motifs for CV 1.1, we essentially removed the capacity for searching by commonly used tags.  
 
The final issue that arose, both during and after our presentation, was our lack of lead-in terms. 
This was also a frequent comment emerging from our second survey. (To see a further analysis of 
this survey, please see page 18.) 
 

Revision Process 
 
We felt it was very important to directly address these concerns as we revised the CV for version 
2.0. Our first course of action was to map the terms of CV 1.0 to 1.1 to discover any gaps that may 
have developed during the card sorting exercise, to gain a better understanding of how well CV 1.0 
is represented in CV 1.1, and to plan further steps in developing CV 2.0.  
 
Fifty-five out of 84 (65%) terms in CV 1.0 were represented in some way in CV 1.1 and 29 out of 84 
(35%) terms from CV 1.0 were removed for CV 1.1. Of the 29 that weren’t in CV 1.1, there are only 
two that we recommend for complete removal (‘biography’ and ‘autobiography’ should be placed 
the Narrative Genre CV). Some of the terms we excluded were lead-ins in CV 1.0 and didn't make it 
through our card sort for probably the same reasons they were designated lead-ins to begin with 
and just needed to be reintroduced. A few terms’ concepts were maintained but we had failed to 
add the old terms as a lead-ins. For example, ‘crime’ was changed to ‘lawlessness’ in CV 1.1, but we 
did not make ‘crime’ a lead-in term.  
 
The comparison of CV 1.0 to CV 1.1 revealed a few major conceptual gaps:  

● We removed ‘adult’ because it implied other themes like ‘sexuality’ but we did not add a 
term for sexuality in CV 1.1 to take its place.  
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● ‘Combat’ implied a too specific manifestation of war and was much closer to a game 
mechanic than a theme. We revisited our conversions around war and violence to address 
this. 

● ‘LGBT’ and all its lead-ins were removed because we felt that it was acting as a catchall and 
didn’t accurately reflect thematic aboutness where LGBT manifested. However, we did not 
replace them with better prefered terms. 

● We removed ‘capitalism’ because we thought it implied too many other terms that needed 
inclusion, such as communism or feudalism, which weren’t conceptual themes. But no 
preferred term that covered economic concerns was introduced. 

● The dystopia/utopia concepts had been removed because we felt they were manifestations 
of other conceptual ideas but no relationships were set up to lead users to these concepts. 

● ‘Mystery’ was removed because it was deemed too closely associated with genre. However, 
this resulted in a gaps concerning the concepts of making the unclear clear, uncovering the 
obfuscated, and revealing truth.  

● The concepts of the occult and supernatural were removed because they were seen as 
specific occurrences or manifestations of deeper themes but no new preferred terms were 
introduced to take their place.  

● ‘Revenge’ was removed because it was seen as an event but nothing concerning retaliation 
or reciprocity with violence was introduced in its place. 

 

Results 
 
Ultimately, we reintroduced over 30 prefered terms and lead-in terms into the theme CV to address 
these concept gaps. If a term was present in CV 1.0, but a similar term was available in 1.1, we 
generally chose the term in 1.1. In a few specific cases, such as War and Combat, we reverted to the 
CV 1.0 term. ‘Adult’ became a lead-in for ‘sexuality.’ ‘LGBT’ and all its associated terms became lead 
ins for either ‘sexuality,’ ‘gender,’ or ‘identity’. ‘Economy’ was added as a prefered term and 
‘capitalism’ was reintroduced as a lead-in along with numerous other names for economic systems. 
‘Dystopia’ and ‘utopia’ were added as lead-ins for ‘futurist’. ‘Detection’ was included to replace 
‘mystery.’ We added the term ‘mysticism,’ with ‘supernatural’ and ‘occult’ as a lead-in terms. And 
finally, ‘retaliation’ was added as a preferred term with ‘revenge’ as a lead in.  
 
All thematic terms from CV 1.1 are now mapped in some way to terms in Theme CV 2.0, with the 
exceptions of ‘autobiography’ and ‘biography,’ for reasons noted above. Recognizing that users of 
the GAMER group database will want to search for games based upon objects and characters, these 
terms were reintroduced under two sub-CVs titled Motifs and Archetypes with many of their 
relationships restructured. Terms from CV 1.1 that represented actions remain deleted from CV 2.0 
as they are better represented in the new Mechanics CV. Most terms describing broad academic 
disciplines became lead-in terms for thematic descriptors.  
 

Next Steps  
 
As we wrap up our work on the theme CV 2.0, there is still a significant amount of work to be done. 
In particular we would like to see more developed Motif and Archetype CVs. In its current state, the 
scope of these sections within the Theme CV are severely limited and do not represent the breadth 
of what would be needed to accurately describe these attributes. In class, there has been a 
suggestion of a user-generated tag system around motif, similar to a folksonomy. Regardless of its 
form, we think that objects within the game provide an important access point for users who are 
not academics and therefore probably not using the CV for research purposes.  
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With the reintroduction of the motifs and archetypes, there is now a considerable overlap with the 
Tropes CV. An analysis should be done to see how many terms between the CVs are analogous or 
cover the same conceptual ground. It might be possible for the Tropes CV to be merged with the 
Theme CV. 
 
With so many projects happening concurrently and autonomously in the context of the Metadata 
for Interactive Media class, replication of work is almost guaranteed.  Terms from the Theme CV 
need to be in the Genre CV.  There is a major overlap between the Theme CV and the Tropes CV.  
The new Mechanics CV may have rendered terms in other CVs obsolete.  It may be beneficial to  pull 
back and do a macro analysis of the whole Video Game Metadata Schema to lead to standardized 
formatting and verbiage and make sure terms/concepts are properly siloed and not needlessly 
repeated between CVs.  
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Theme CV: Version 2.0 

 
DEFINITIONS: 
THEME: “A central or repeated idea within a composed expression.” - adapted from A Dictionary of 
Literary and Thematic Terms  
 example: Sonic the Hedgehog - justice, pursuit, freedom 
MOTIF: A repeated or consistent object or pattern that reflects the intent of a composed expression. 
 example: Sonic the Hedgehog - wild animals 
ARCHETYPE: The manifestation of typical or repeatable character attributes. 
 example: Sonic the Hedgehog - superhero, mad scientist 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Determine indicators of themes, motifs, and character archetypes from the primary and secondary 
CSI. Themes should be indicative of the overall concept of the game. Motifs should be indicative of 
significant objects that affect how the entirety of the game is interpreted. Archetypes should be 
indicative of prominent attributes of playable characters or pivotal non-player characters (e.g. main 
antagonist or sidekick). Select the most appropriate terms from the controlled vocabulary. Select as 
many terms as necessary. If no terms are applicable, record “N/A”.  
 
ABBREVIATIONS:  
SN: Scope note 
USE: Preferred term (See)   
USE FOR: Equivalent term, lead-in term 
BT: Broader term 
NT: Narrower term 
RT: Related term (See also) 
 

THEME CV 

 

TERM INFORMATION 

abandonment USE: isolation 

abduction USE: captivity 

accumulation SN: The process of creating an accumulated mass by gathering items or 

resources; a heap, amount, or quantity formed by successive additions.1 

adult  USE: sexuality 

adversity SN: The quality, state, or condition of being contrary, or opposed to well-being 

or prosperity.¹ 

aesthetic USE: design 
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alienation USE: isolation 

allegiance SN: The claim that someone or something has on a person's loyalty or 

respect.¹ 

USE FOR: loyalty 

RT: companionship  

alter-egos USE: identity  

anarchy USE: mayhem 

anti-war USE: war 

anxiety SN: The quality or state of being uneasy or a trouble of mind about some 

uncertain event.¹ 

RT: fear 

USE FOR: uneasiness  

apocalypse  USE: disaster 

architecture USE: design 

aristocracy  USE: class 

art USE: design 

artificial 

intelligence 

SN: The capacity of computers or other machines to exhibit behaviour that is 

equal to or surpassing human intelligence.¹ 

RT: transhumanism  

assassination USE: lawlessness 

avoidance SN: The action of avoiding or shunning anything unwelcome, or of holding 

aloof from a person.3 

balance SN: General harmony between the parts of anything, springing from the 

observance of just proportion and relation, or, the stability or steadiness due 

to the equilibrium prevailing between all the forces of any system.¹ 

RT: reciprocity 

banality SN: Pertaining to anything trite, trivial or commonplace.¹ 

USE FOR: minutiae, mundane  

battle USE: war 

belief USE: faith 
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betrayal SN: The breaking or violation of a presumptive contract, trust, or confidence 

that produces moral and psychological conflict within a relationship amongst 

individuals or organizations. 

bisexuality  USE: sexuality  

bourgeoisie   USE: class 

brotherhood USE: camaraderie 

brutality SN: Inhumanity, extreme violent cruelty; an inhuman action; coarse incivility; 

violent roughness of manners.¹ 

USE FOR: savagery, violence  

building USE: creation 

business  USE: economy 

camaraderie SN: A feeling of good fellowship among the people in a group.2 

USE FOR: cooperation, brotherhood  

capitalism USE: economy  

captivity SN: The state of being held prisoner or movements controlled by an enemy, 

conqueror or external force.¹ 

USE FOR: abduction 

RT: slavery  

celebration SN: Observing with solemn rites, religious ceremonies, festivities, or other 

observances or to speak the praises of and extol.1 

USE FOR: holiday  

chaos USE: mayhem 

childhood USE: innocence 

choice USE: free will 

christianity USE: religion  

civilization SN: The process by which a society or place reaches various stages of social 

development and organization beyond hunter-gatherer society.  

RT: conquest, creation  

class SN: A division or distinction of a social stratum consisting of people at the 

same economic level or having the same social status.¹ 

USE FOR: aristocracy, bourgeoisie, poor, proletariat, rich, working class 
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RT: identity, labor, wealth  

combat USE: war 

coming of age USE: maturity 

communism USE: economy 

companionship SN: A feeling of fellowship or friendship. 

USE FOR: friendship 

RT: allegiance, family, love 

competition SN: The act or process of trying to get or win something (such as a prize or a 

higher level of success) that someone else is also trying to get or win : the act 

or process of competing. 

RT: rivalry  

completion SN: The act of making a whole; finishing a set of alike parts; filling a negative 

space. 

conquest SN: The act of gaining control through great effort.  

RT: civilization, power 

conservation SN: The preservation, protection, or restoration of resources, be they natural, 

economic or energy expenditure; the practice of seeking to prevent the 

wasteful use of a resource in order to ensure its continuing availability.¹ 

RT: environmentalism 

conservatism  USE: politics  

conspiracy SN: Union or combination (of persons or things) for one end or purpose; 

harmonious action or effort often will ill-intent.¹ 

BT: secrecy  

construction USE: creation 

consumption SN: The use of goods, services, materials, or energy whereby it is destroyed 

and byproducts are expelled. Frequently opposed to production.¹ 

control USE: power 

cooperation USE: camaraderie  

corruption SN: Impairment of integrity, virtue, or moral principle, especially of those in 

power. 

RT: greed, innocence  
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creation SN: The action of making, producing, bringing into existence.3 

USE FOR: construction, demolition, building, deconstruction  

RT: civilization, ingenuity, music 

crime USE: lawlessness 

curse USE: mysticism  

death USE: mortality 

deconstruction USE: creation 

demolition USE: creation 

design SN: The process, practice, or art of devising, planning, or constructing 

something (as a work of art, structure, device, etc.) according to aesthetic or 

functional criteria, also the completed product or result of this process.¹ 

USE FOR: aesthetic, architecture, art, fashion, minimalism  

RT: music 

desire SN: A feeling or emotion which is directed to the attainment or possession of 

some object or resource from which satisfaction is expected. ¹ 

USE FOR: hunger 

destiny USE: fate 

detection SN: Exposure or revelation of what is concealed or what tends to elude notice. 

USE FOR: mystery 

RT: knowledge, secrecy, truth 

diplomacy USE: politics 

disasters SN: Anything that befalls of ruinous or distressing nature; a sudden or great 

misfortune, mishap, or misadventure; a calamity.³ 

USE FOR: genocide, pandemic, apocalypse  

RT: futurist  

discovery USE: exploration 

duty USE: honor 

dystopia USE: futurist  

economy SN: A system of value exchange with social and political characteristics. 

USE FOR: business, capitalism, communism, feudalism, market economy, 

planned economy, socialism 
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RT: politics 

education SN: The formal field that dictates how obtaining institutionalized knowledge is 

passed down from generation to generation. 

RT: knowledge 

environmentalis

m 

SN: Concern with the preservation of the natural environment, especially from 

damage caused by human influence; the politics or policies associated with 

this.³ 

USE FOR: pollution 

RT: conservation 

espionage SN: Of or relating to acts of spying, often between different countries or 

organizations. 

evolution SN: The process by which living things have adapted to changes in their 

surroundings over time, often by altering their genetic makeup. 

exploration SN: The action of examining, investigating or applying scrutiny, often to an 

unknown or less understood place such as a country or district.¹ 

USE FOR: discovery, navigation 

faith SN: Belief in something with strong conviction, despite an absence of evidence. 

USE FOR: belief  

RT: religion  

fame USE: reputation 

family SN: A group of individuals who are related to each other, often (but not 

necessarily) through shared ancestry. 

USE FOR: parenthood, siblings 

RT: companionship  

fashion USE: design  

fatalism USE: futility  

fate SN: The development of events beyond one's control, regarded as determined 

by a supernatural power.  

USE FOR: destiny, prophecy  

fear SN: Use for the thematic subject of a state uneasiness caused by the sense of 

impending danger, particularly from an unknown, unseen or misunderstood 

source. Not to be confused with the intended emotional response from the 

player.1 
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USE FOR: paranoia 

RT: anxiety  

femininity  USE: gender 

feminism USE: gender 

feudalism  USE: economy  

financial gain USE: wealth  

fitness USE: wellness 

forgiveness USE: redemption 

freedom SN: The power or right to act, speak, or think as one wants without hindrance 

or restraint.  

RT: free will  

free will SN: The action of examining, investigating or applying scrutiny, often to an 

unknown or less understood place such as a country or district.¹ 

USE FOR: choice  

RT: freedom 

friendship USE: companionship 

futility SN: The inadequacy, or impossibility, to produce a desired result or bring 

about a required end, despite repetitive, yet ineffective, attempts.¹ 

USE FOR: fatalism, nihilism 

futurist  SN: Extrapolating, and presenting, a future state based on contemporary 

variables; often dystopian or utopian in nature. 

USE FOR: dystopia, utopia  

RT: disaster  

gangs USE: organized crime 

gay USE: sexuality  

gender SN: The collective attributes or traits associated with a particular sex, or 

determined as a result of one's sex, as expressed by social or cultural 

distinctions and differences.¹ 

USE FOR: femininity, feminism, masculinity, transgender 

RT: sexuality, identity 

genocide USE: disaster 
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greed SN: Inordinate or insatiable longing for wealth or resources.¹ 

RT: corruption, wealth 

greif USE: loss 

growth USE: maturity 

health USE: wellness 

heist USE: lawlessness  

heroism SN: Action or conduct pertaining to one who is distinguished by the 

performance of courageous or noble actions.¹ 

RT: villany  

honor SN: respect that is given to someone who is admired; good quality or character 

as judged by other people; high moral standards of behavior.  

USE FOR: duty, patriotism 

RT: reputation 

holiday USE: celebration 

hunger USE: desire 

identity SN: The distinguishing characteristics or personality of an individual.  

USE FOR: alter-ego, LGBT 

RT: class, gender, race, reputation, sexuality  

infiltration USE: secrecy 

ingenuity SN: Capacity for invention or construction; skill or cleverness in contriving or 

making something (material or immaterial).³ 

RT: creation 

injustice USE: justice 

innocence SN: Freedom from sin, guilt, or moral wrong in general; the state of being 

untainted with, or unacquainted with, evil; a preliminary stage of maturity.¹ 

USE FOR: childhood, purity  

RT: corruption, maturity  

islam USE: religion 

isolation SN: The separation of an entity from its normal environment or context as a 

result of its being, for some reason, set apart, usually from an outside force.¹ 

USE FOR: abandonment, alienation  
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RT: solitude  

judaism USE: religion 

justice SN: The quality of being just, impartial, or fair; the principle or ideal of just 

dealing or right action. 

USE FOR: injustice, law 

knowledge SN: Facts, information, and skills acquired through experience. 

RT: detection, education, omniscence, secrecy, truth  

labor SN: Work considered as a resource or commodity, typically when necessary to 

supply the needs of the community or for the execution of a particular task; 

the contribution of the worker to production or the work group referred to 

collectively.¹ 

USE FOR: work  

RT: class, greed 

law USE: justice 

lawlessness SN: Actions that are deemed injurious to the public welfare or the interests of 

the state and that are legally prohibited.  

USE FOR: assassination, crime, heist, murder  

NT: organized crime 

lesbian USE: sexuality  

LGBT USE: identity  

liberalism USE: politics 

loneliness USE: solitude 

loss SN: The being deprived of, by death, separation, estrangement or the failure to 

keep, a friend, relative, possession, right, or quality.¹ 

USE FOR: grief 

love SN: A feeling of strong or constant affection for a person. 

USE FOR: romance 

RT: companionship 

loyalty USE: allegiance  

mafia USE: organized crime 

magic USE: mysticism  
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market economy  USE: economy  

masculinity USE: gender  

maturity SN: The state of reaching, physically and mentally, the fullness or perfection of 

growth or development.¹ 

USE FOR: coming of age, growth 

RT: innocence  

mayhem SN: A state or condition of rowdy confusion, chaos or disorder. 

USE FOR: anarchy, chaos  

migration SN: The movement of a person, people, entities or social group from one 

country, locality, place of residence, etc., to another.¹ 

USE FOR: traversal  

minimalism USE: design 

minuate USE: banality 

mortality SN: Of or pertaining to the condition of being mortal or subject to death or 

regarding mortal nature or existence.¹ 

USE FOR: death 

mundane USE: banality 

murder USE: lawlessness 

music SN: of or relating to the creation of creative auditory works 

RT: creation, design 

mystery  USE: detection 

mysticism  SN: of or pertaining to the belief in or the use of forces or powers that are 

beyond the known natural world, often relating to spirituality. 

USE FOR: curse, magic, mythology, occult, paranormal, supernatural, witchcraft 

mythology  USE: mysticism  

navigation USE: exploration 

nihilism USE: futility 

occult USE: mysticism  

omniscience SN: A force or being representing or embodying infinite knowledge.¹ 

RT: knowledge  
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order SN: The condition in which everything has its correct or appropriate place, and 

performs its proper functions with formal, regular, methodical, or harmonious 

arrangement in the position of the things contained in a particular space or 

area.¹ 

USE FOR: organization  

organization USE: order 

organized crime SN: Crime which is deliberately planned and not petty or opportunistic, 

especially when it is planned and controlled by powerful groups and carried 

out on a large scale.¹ 

USE FOR: gangs, mafia, yakuza  

BT: lawlessness 

pandemic USE: disaster 

paranoia USE: fear 

paranormal USE: mysticism  

parenthood USE: family 

parity USE: reciprocity  

patriotism  USE: honor 

planned economy USE: economy  

politics SN: activities that relate to influencing the actions and policies of a 

government or getting and keeping power in a government, organization, or 

group. 

USE FOR: conservatism, diplomacy, liberalism 

RT: economy  

pollution USE: environmentalism 

poor USE: class 

power SN: the ability or right to control people, things, or situations. 

USE FOR: control  

RT: conquest  

prestige USE: reputation 

pride SN: The feeling of satisfaction, pleasure, or elation derived from some action, 

ability, possession, etc., which one believes does one credit.³ 
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proletariat  USE: class 

prophecy USE: fate 

purity USE: innocence  

pursuit SN: The action or an act of seeking or striving to obtain some objective or the 

action of chasing or following.¹ 

race SN: An ethnic group, regarded as showing a common origin and descent; a 

tribe, nation, or people, regarded as of common stock.³ 

RT: identity 

rebellion USE: resistance 

reciprocity SN: A situation or relationship in which two entities agree to do something 

similar for each other for mutual benefit.² 

USE FOR: parity  

RT: balance, retaliation  

redemption SN: The act of atoning for wrongdoing or sin. 

USE FOR: forgiveness  

religion SN: Belief in or acknowledgement of some superhuman power or powers (esp. 

a god or gods) which is typically manifested in obedience, reverence, and 

worship; such a belief as part of a system defining a code of living, esp. as a 

means of achieving spiritual or material improvement.³ 

USE FOR: christianity,islam. judaism 

RT: faith 

renown  USE: reputation 

reputation SN: The general opinion or estimate of a person's character or other qualities; 

the relative esteem in which a person or thing is held.3 

USE FOR: fame, prestige, renown 

RT: honor, identity 

resistance SN: The action of opposing or withstanding an external force, or, organized 

opposition to an invading, occupying, or ruling power.¹ 

USE FOR: rebellion 

retaliation SN: An in kind repayment for injury or insult.1 

USE FOR: revenge 

RT: reciprocity 

revenge USE: retaliation 
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rich USE: class 

rivalry SN: Two or more entities established as diametrically opposed. 

RT: competition 

romance USE: love 

sacrifice SN: The selfless act in which one person gives up something of value to them 

for the sake of another person or cause. 

savagery USE: brutality  

secrecy SN: The quality of being secret or of not revealing information; the action, 

practice, or habit of keeping things unknown.¹ 

USE FOR: stealth, infiltration  

NT: conspiracy  

RT: knowledge, detection, truth  

security USE: stability 

self-reliance USE: self-sufficiency 

self-sufficiency SN: Of persons, groups, or nations able to provide enough of a resource to 

supply one's own needs, without obtaining them from elsewhere. 

USE FOR: self-reliance  

RT: survival  

sexuality  SN: The possession or expression of Sexual nature, instinct, or feelings.1 

USE FOR: adult, bisexuality, gay, lesbian 

RT: gender, identity 

siblings USE: family 

slavery SN: A condition of forced labor and being entirely subject to, or under the 

domination of, some power or influence.¹ 

RT: captivity 

socialism  USE: economy 

solitude SN: The state of being or living alone, in seclusion, or of the solitariness an 

entity.¹ 

USE FOR: loneliness  

RT: isolation 

stability SN: Freedom from liability to fall or be overthrown, or, the state of being 

secure and balanced.¹ 
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USE FOR: security 

stealth USE: secrecy 

supernatural USE: mysticism  

survival SN: The state or fact of continuing to live or exist, typically in spite of accident, 

ordeal, or difficult circumstances. 

RT: self-sufficiency 

time SN: Indefinite continuous duration regarded as that in which existence, and 

the sequence of events, takes place; the abstract entity which passes, goes by, 

or is consumed as events succeed one another, or, a medium through which 

travel into the past or future is conducted.¹ 

USE FOR: time travel 

time travel USE: time 

transgender USE: gender 

transhumanism SN: Pertaining to the human race evolving beyond its current limitations 

through the use of science and technology.¹ 

RT: artificial intelligence  

traversal USE: migration 

trust SN: Confidence in or reliance on some quality or attribute of a person or thing, 

or the truth of a statement.³ 

truth SN: Pertaining to a state of being in accordance with fact or reality, 

maintaining qualities that are not false.1 

RT: knowledge, secrecy, detection 

uneasiness USE: anxiety 

utopia USE: futurist  

villainy SN: Action or conduct befitting, characteristic or typical of, an antagonizing 

force; evil or wrongdoing of a foul, infamous, or shameful nature; extreme 

wickedness on the part of a person in dealing with others.¹ 

RT: heroism 

war SN: A conflict between opposing forces or principles, often referring to 

hostility between nations, states, or rulers. 

USE FOR: anti-war, battle, combat 
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wealth SN: An abundance of valuable possessions or money.  

USE FOR: financial gain  

RT: class, greed 

wellness SN: The state or condition of being in good physical, mental, and spiritual 

health, especially as an actively pursued goal.¹ 

USE FOR: fitness, health 

witchcraft  USE: mysticism  

work  USE: labor  

working class USE: class  

yakuza USE: organized crime  
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MOTIF CV 

 

 

TERM INFORMATION 

aircraft USE: airplane 

airforce USE: military 

airplane SN: A vehicle with static wings used to carry humans for air travel. 
USE FOR: aircraft 

animals SN: Different species on earth that humans must coexist with. 
NT: farm animals, pets, wild animals 

aquatic life SN: Of or relating to any beings that predominantly live and operate 
underwater. 

army USE: military  

babies SN: The smallest, youngest form of human beings possible; they 
require the utmost care and supervision. 

bicycles  SN: A two-wheeled vehicle that operates solely on manpower, in 
which its riders must pedal their way to their destination. 

boats/ships SN: A vehicle that is used to travel on water. 
USE FOR: watercraft 

cars/trucks SN: A (usually) four-wheeled vehicle that operates on gasoline. 

children SN: Young human beings that are older than babies, and have an 
abundance of energy to run and play all day. 

computers USE: technology  

drug SN: An illegal and often harmful substance that people take for 
pleasure.¹ 

farm animals SN: Animals that have been domesticated for the use of farming; 
humans may also seek companionship from these animals, but they 
often do not live in the same shelter as humans. 
BT: animals 

marines USE: military  

military  SN: A nation’s army and chief defense against other nations. 
USE FOR: airforce, army, marines, navy 
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motorcycles SN: A (usually) two-wheeled vehicle that operates on gasoline; those 
who ride motorcycles must wear helmets. 

navy USE: military  

network USE: technology  

pets SN: Animals that have been domesticated and can be kept in one’s 
home, often for companionship. 
BT: animals 

plants SN: Something that grows out from soil, often starting as a seed and 
maturing into a different living thing like a flower. 

puppets SN: A doll that is moved by putting your hand inside it or by pulling 
strings or wires that are attached to it.² 

rollercoasters SN: An amusement park ride characterized by quick speeds, 
abnormal heights, and the adrenaline/thrill it offers to its passengers. 

submarines SN: A vehicle that is used to travel underwater. 

technology  SN: Of or relating to computers and the networks in which they 
operate.¹ 
USE FOR: computers, network 

trains SN: A mode of transportation that involves the use of railroads and 
railcars. 

watercraft USE: boats/ships  

weapons SN: Items whose chief purpose is to inflict harm on others. 

wild animals SN: Animals that have not been domesticated, and must be 
approached with caution. 
BT: animals 
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ARCHETYPE CV  
 

TERM  INFORMATION 

alien SN: Extraterrestrial beings that live on other planets throughout the 
solar system. 

angel  SN: A spiritual, celestial being that does good in the name of God; 
they are often benevolent in nature. 

assassin SN: Individuals who are skilled in the elimination of other people. 
BT: warrior 
RT: mercenary 

bird SN: A flying animal that often chirps, building nests in trees as their 
homes. 

bug SN: Small insects that creep or crawl, and are often found residing in 
or around plants. 

cat SN: A (typically) four-legged animal that meows and purrs; they are 
usually small in size, low maintenance, and of the same family as 
lions, tigers, etc. 

cowboy/cowgirl SN: Individuals who care for cows or horses, often appearing in 
Western settings. 

demon SN: An evil spirit that often seeks to cause harm, distress, or ruin.³ 

detective SN: An individual who solves crimes. 

dinosaur SN: The large variety of reptiles that lived upon this earth millions of 
years ago e.g., triceratops, tyrannosaurus rex. 

dog SN: A (typically) four-legged animal that barks, and has the title of 
“man’s best friend”. 

dragon SN: The mythical winged beast, often reptilian in appearance, that 
can fly and breathe fire. 

fairy SN: A mythological being, often small in stature, with magical 
powers. 

fish SN: An animal living exclusively in the water; a cold-blooded 
vertebrate with gills.1 

fox SN: An animal having an elongated pointed muzzle and long bushy 
tail, often associated with artfulness and cunning.1 
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ghost SN: The supernatural form of one’s spirit after their passing from the 
mortal world. 

gladiator  SN: Warriors from Roman times that fought in the Coliseum for 
sport. 
BT: warrior 

god SN: “Perfect” beings, whether religious or mythical, that are 
worshipped by normal humans for their power over human life and 
experiences. 

horse SN: A large, four-legged animal that neighs and whinnies; before cars, 
humans often rode atop this animal with a saddle or hitched them up 
to a wagon. 

illuminati  SN: A name assumed by or applied to various societies or sects 
because of their claim to special enlightenment in religious, or (later) 
intellectual, matters.3 

king USE: royalty  

knight SN: Individuals who swear their allegiance to and protect royalty. 
RT: royalty 

mad scientist SN: An individual who uses scientific processes for unusual purposes, 
often eccentric with questionable ethical standards. 

magician SN: Individuals who practice magic or illusions. 

mechs USE: robot  

mercenary  SN: An individual hired to fight; their only allegiance is to those who 
pay them the most money. 
RT: assassin 

monster SN: An imaginary creature often depicted as scary and fiercely 
abnormal. 

ninja SN: Skilled individuals, often Japanese, that fight and operate on the 
basis of silence and efficiency. 
BT: warrior  

pirate SN: Those who sail the Seven Seas, often for the purpose of seeking 
treasure or capturing other ships. 

prince USE: royalty  

princess USE: royalty  

queen USE: royalty  
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robot SN: Mechanized beings that were created by humans. 
USE FOR: mechs 

royalty  SN: Those who belong or marry into a royal bloodline, such as kings, 
queens, princes, princesses, etc. 
USE FOR: king, prince, princess, queen 
RT: knight 

samurai SN: Noble Japanese warriors that fight in the name of honor and 
duty. 
BT: warrior  

soldier SN: Those who enlisted to join the military and/or its various 
branches. 

spy SN:One who whose business it is to keep a person or place under 
close observation, often employed by a government in order to 
obtain information about other countries, or to collect intelligence of 
any kind. 

superhero SN: Extraordinary individuals with unique power who dedicate their 
powers to fighting evil and doing good in the world; they often have 
powers or abilities that normal persons do not e.g., super strength, 
speed, flight, etc. 

vampire SN: An inhuman, supernatural being that often resembles humans; 
the chief difference is that their chief source of sustenance is blood. 

warrior SN: Individuals who fight or engage in combat. 
NT: assassin, gladiator, ninja, samurai 

zombie SN: The reanimated corpse of a dead person, often depicted as 
rotting and wanting nothing more than to eat those that are alive. 

 

 


